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News and Views 
2003 – The Year of the Contest 

 

Ten years ago most of us were scarcely aware of handicapping tournaments or contests.  I was a full time, 
hardcore horseplayer in 1993 and read the racing publications every day, but the thought of entering one 
of the rare yearly Vegas handicapping tournaments did not cross my mind.  Three years later, when 
Tommy Castillo asked me about it, I dismissed them as propaganda for the casinos.  There were assorted 
fun contests at every racetrack, typically fill out a card and hope to win a drawing, but nothing with any 
serious money or competition.  The Internet and simulcast wagering were in their infancy and very few 
people were using a computer to handicap or research horse racing statistics.  Those of us that were pio-
neering computer analysis labored for hours using manual data entry. 
 
A decade has passed and things have radically changed.  Advances in technology have put every serious 
horseplayer in front of a computer.  The sub-culture of horse race betting has become a tighter place with 
the Internet.  There is nothing in the realm of thoroughbred handicapping that is not a mouse-click away 
now.  Last year we saw a significant increase in the number of on-line (Internet) competitions for handi-
cappers.  The marketing and publicity angle turns out to be fantastic.  Racetracks and data providers have 
been pleasantly surprised by the attention they create with the contests.  While some were nothing more 
than lotteries and guessing games, it has become apparent that the greatest interest is with those that offer 
a serious challenge to the experienced horseplayer.    
 
PREDICTION: 
This year we will see a big expansion of opportunity in this area with more racetracks and handicapping 
vendors jumping on board and offering on-line contests as publicity devices.  We all realize that there is 
self-interest involved in promoting competitions.  But it is a perfect win-win situation for both the busi-
ness and consumer.  Most on-line competitions cost the player nothing more than our name and address.  
The prizes are pretty good sometimes and the insights and experience we can gain are terrific.    
 
Last year I won prizes and money totaling over $1000 from free on-line contests and enjoyed every min-
ute of it.  They were beneficial to me in many respects, including keeping up with the industry buzz, dis-
covering new web sites and adding knowledge for my own business.  Most importantly though, is the 
stronger sense of focus we seem to find when competing in a contest or tournament.  It greatly enhances 
the handicapping IQ to get involved in these things.     
 
The live-tournament outlook is also one of optimism but with a few bumps in the road.  The on-site race-
track events are doing great and have become very popular.  Racetracks do not derive direct financial 
benefit from holding an NTRA qualifier, but they do increase their exposure to the simulcast market.  The 
recent TUP (Turf Paradise racetrack, Phoenix, AZ) event is a good example of this.  The contestants at 
TUP did not fatten the mutuel pools by any means.  Most players were entirely focused on making their 
contest wagers only and did not bet real money on their picks.  The entry fee was $300, much higher than 
similar events at other tracks, yet it was all paid back in prizes ($60,000 from 200 entries).  The TUP 
event also provided eight NTRA qualifying slots – which probably cost them about $5,000 each.  They 
also gave us complimentary clubhouse admission, free buffet lunch and racing materials.  So accountants 
would ask, how do they gain anything from it?   
 
The gain apparently comes from the positive publicity generated and increased awareness about TUP in 
the mainstream.  Obviously the decision to market the TUP tournament was not short-sited, they spent a 
great deal of money promoting and holding the contest.  Likewise is their decision to run on Monday and 
Tuesday in the dead of winter.  On-track attendance is nearly zero on those days.  It is part of a long-term 
plan to increase their exposure among the serious players that bet at simulcast facilities or use phone or 
Internet wagering.  They want bettors to remember TUP as a “go to” place when the rest of the country is 
taking the day off or is saturated by winter weather.  Hope it works out for TUP - nice people - but I 
would guess it is very difficult for a minor track to make money these days unless slot machines are 
involved.   
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News and Views 
2003 – The Year of the Contest 

 

The Nevada tournament scene had a bit of a reckoning in 2002.  Several contests were outright cancelled 
due to lack of entries, others were discontinued and most hotels on the Las Vegas strip are no longer 
interested in conducting major handicapping events.  Hotels are corporate entities, if there is no short-
term gain for the bottom line, they’ll pass on horse racing events because the profits are not immediate.  
In an era of belt-tightening, there will be no outreach to tournament horseplayers who are among the least 
attractive customers for a casino.  
 
The Coast Resorts (Orleans, SunCoast, etc) are the key remaining player in Las Vegas for big time tour-
naments, and their reputation was excellent until recently.  Last summer there was upheaval in the man-
agement ranks and several top people were replaced.  Whether it was related or not, the Fall Handicap-
ping Championship at the Orleans suffered a major publicity debacle when a new computer system failed 
and the opening day was cancelled.  This was a nasty blow to those of us with HTR as we had once again 
amassed large point totals from the Thursday races.   Later they mailed a miserly letter of apology that 
basically offered free rooms during Christmas (when no one goes to Vegas) as an attempt to kiss and 
make-up for the disaster.  Prior to this though, the attendance had been dropping at SunCoast and Orleans 
events after peaking at near a 1000 entrants two years earlier.  The summer tourney at the SunCoast had a 
very poor response, just 207 entries and only about 120 players (many had two entries).  It was very quiet 
that weekend and everyone I talked to mentioned the mediocre turnout.   The current SunCoast tourney 
(see page 12) looks like it may benefit from the NTRA spillover and get a big turnout.   
 
The Reno Hilton under the guidance of our friend Steve Fierro has been the most progressive player in 
Nevada lately.  They introduced a fresh format with bracketed head-to-head competition similar to col-
lege basketball’s 64-team March Madness.  They also offered NTRA qualifying berths to the winners, an 
attractive bonus that had been dropped by all the other contests in Nevada.  Hilton management recog-
nizes that Reno will never draw 500 players to a tournament, so they wisely decided to host a high-end 
event (entry fee $1500) and hope for a stellar field of 64.  Steve admits he worked hard to fill the last few 
slots, including offering attractive ‘comps’ to those who would make the trip.  But after all was said and 
done, “The Brawl in the Fall” received wide publicity and was a genuine success for the hotel. 
 
PREDICTION – regarding the major ($500+ entry fee) Nevada tournaments 
 

My crystal ball is somewhat foggy here.  There is a very limited pool of players available.  Probably no 
more than 1,000 names are on the “A” mailing list for the larger Nevada contests.  We run into pretty 
much the same people at every event.  Over-saturation has caused some natural attrition to occur among 
the sponsoring Vegas hotels.  Maybe a smaller number of scheduled tournaments will be a healthy situa-
tion – but a monopoly by Coast Resorts could become an issue.  If they are the only game in town, they’ll 
be in position to set the entire agenda.    
 
The NTRA/DRF championship in January (Bally’s Vegas) generates a lot of news and plenty of talk 
among horseplayers.  It has become the Super Bowl of handicapping tournaments and will continue to be 
the ultimate goal for every competitor.   You can expect some expansion of qualifying contests in 2003 as 
it is a big draw and great for publicity wherever the qualifier is held.  
 
Smaller live tournaments with modest entry fees seem to be very attractive for most horseplayers, even 
those that are casual or weekend bettors.  They are also cost effective for the promoters because there is 
limited overhead as advertising is done on the track web site or an inexpensive mailer.  Expect to see 
more of these and be sure to get involved at every opportunity.      
 
On page 4 there is some advice and information for on-line contests.  
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News and Views 
2003 – The Year of the Contest – Playing On-Line Contests 

 

Last year there were more than 20 Internet tournaments that featured NTRA qualifying slots as top prizes.   
That number includes several that were held during quarter horse meets.  Every one of these contests was 
free of charge to enter. There were a variety of rules and formats, some are favorable to good handicap-
pers, others were nothing more than a drawing or lottery. 
 
• You should enter every single one of these contests that you hear about.  Typically they will permit 

just one entry per email address.  That is a good rule, but enter your spouse or friends if they have a 
separate email handle – no one will know who picked the horses.  If they win, then they’ll be going to 
Vegas with you.  It costs you nothing to join in and you normally don’t use your real name to play.     

 

• Some of these contests took all summer (Del Mar on-line) most others took place for just a night or 
two.  If you do have time to study or scrutinize the data for the contest races – great – your chances 
are much better than most of the other contestants who usually enter for fun.  But don’t concern your-
self with preparation or handicapping as a prerequisite for entering – just sign-up for the contest with-
out a second thought.  I’ll explain later why these on-line events are an excellent opportunity, even if 
you guess at your selections, as I did several times last year because of time constraints.  

 

• What is the downside or negative to entering on-line contests prolifically?  You will be plastered on 
their mailing list and they will probably sell your name to other gambling businesses.  Offshore casi-
nos are in my email box every day and I get a variety of junk mail and eSPAM all the time.  No doubt 
some of it originated from contest sign-ups.  It is annoying, but not that bad of a price to pay for such 
an easy chance at a good prize.    

 

• Be sure to fill out the contest entry form accurately.  Don’t lie about any of it – because they will 
require a notary signature verification if you win.  The identification (usually a drivers license) shown 
to the notary must match the information you filled out when you entered the contest.  Many phonies 
have won contests and been denied the prizes because they signed up with a fake name or falsified 
some of the information.  Be completely honest or don’t enter.     

 

• Most on-line contests allow you to use a fictitious name during the competition to hide your true iden-
tity if you wish.  Some people have expressed to me that they don’t want to enter tournaments 
because they are too nervous about putting themselves on stage, especially against other HTR users.  
Because you can use a pseudonym, that is not a valid excuse in this case.  Nor is cost, as we are refer-
ring to free contests only in this discussion.    

 

• A typical on-line contest will have about 2,000 – 4,000 entrants.   Keep in mind that you and most of 
the others are going to enter twice by signing up a spouse a friend as well, so the actual number of 
individual players involved is closer to 1,200 – 2,700.  Even if you take a wild stab at a quarter horse 
contest or enter some tournament at the last second and guess randomly on the horses, your chances 
are not that bad when they are offering 2 or 4 NTRA qualifying slots as prizes.  Think of the millions 
of people that play PowerBall or Lotto every week and buy zillions of $1 tickets.  They don’t seem to 
mind their chances.  A free handicapping contest with just a few thousand players competing for 
multiple top prizes is a great opportunity, particularly if you have to time to study the horses.  So I 
can’t stress enough the importance of just getting signed up.  Entering constantly, eventually you will 
either get lucky or outplay the others and receive a nice prize, possibly an NTRA championship trip.     

 
Here’s hoping all HTR users will take advantage of these on-line contest opportunities in 2003.  By 
entering in mass, it is inevitable that some of us will prevail.  If you have information about one of these 
contests, please post a message on our discussion board.  As a group, we should be able to report on all 
upcoming events in plenty of time to get everyone’s attention.  Many thanks to those that did this regu-
larly last year it was very helpful.   See page 12 for more on tournaments. 
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Handicapping with HTR2001Velocity 
What’s Happened to Fr1? / Combining Fr2 for Power 

 

We have discussed in this newsletter the slow erosion of profits from Fr1 plays.  Five years ago Fr1 long-
shots were plentiful and the quantity of healthy overlays with the factor was astonishing.  Today, while 
the Fr1 bombs are still coming in, they are definitely less frequent and the generous odds we once enjoyed 
are harder to find.  The glory days of Fr1 probably peaked around 1999.  What happened to the easy 
money?   
 
Almost all serious horse bettors have made the transition to computer handicapping in the last few years.  
The Internet became the new racing information source, replacing paper publications.  The effectiveness 
of early speed in North American dirt racing has been understood for many years, but the ability to quan-
tify it accurately and quickly along with the capacity to test large samples of historic data is relatively 
recent.  The word spread from HTR and a few other sources that the buzz about Fr1 longshots was a 
provable fact and many independent researchers confirmed the power of the factor as a clue for improved 
performance.  The Fr1 bandwagon gradually became more and more crowded and many sharp handicap-
pers became aware of its power and started betting on them regularly.  At the smaller tracks where a few 
hundred dollars can make the difference between 20/1 and 7/1, the deterioration of profits was especially 
noticeable.  Some of you reacted skillfully and began to pay more attention to Fr1 plays that were not 
early speed burners.  The “S-1” play became a favorite of HTR longshot hunters. 
 
The Fr1 story is part of the fascinating dynamic of parimutuel wagering and the precarious nature of 
back-fitting data tests.  In this rapid high-tech world now, just about anything we find profitable will 
eventually be uncovered by other sharp handicappers with similar resources.  The bettors with the largest 
bankrolls are the ones digging the deepest.  Don’t despair about this phenomenon, just recognize that it is 
real and you must commit to stay one step ahead of a determined public.  There is usually a 1 or 2-year 
window of opportunity to out-flank the crowd before they catch on to something good.   
 
Novices that venture into the Fr1 candy store will be disappointed.  They haven’t had the constant educa-
tion and endless feedback of the HTR user.  We understand too well that Fr1 is also a trap for the unwary.  
Statistically, Fr1 can be a vast wasteland.  Normal win rate is about 19%, but that number includes all the 
odds-on favorites that outclass their field in every category.  A more realistic win rate for overlays with 
Fr1 success is about 10%, and on grass about 6%.  That means 90% or more of the good things are losers.  
Long losing streaks are inevitable before a 70/1 shot wire-to-wire winner lights the tote.  Even so, did you 
get to bet the 70/1 that day at Fort Erie or Emerald or Sam Houston when it finally came in?   If not, there 
goes the bulk of the 1.27 ROI you discovered with a FR1 spot play.  
 
As for the weak sister of early speed, Fr2 (turn time), the individual statistics are not just disappointing, 
but darn right terrible.  Overall individual results with Fr2 have not changed in the 10 years I have tested 
it (about 15%, ROI below 0.85). Uninformed readers of Modern Pace Handicapping (Brohamer) are usu-
ally excited about jumping in and betting on those “hidden turn-time” plays.  They get a reality check 
very quickly.  They need to re-read the Brohamer book, he clearly urges turn-time to be used to uncover 
pace power and never as sole criteria.  Yet Fr2 is an excellent companion to other velocity factors and is 
the critical segment for determining raw physical ability at crunch time for horses that contest the pace. 
 
So it is a natural that we should want to combine Fr1 and Fr2 to uncover something that out-performs 
both factors individually.  Sum of Fr1 + Fr2 will result in the same ranking as E/P velocity.  E/P statistics 
are good, but do not outperform Fr1 with ROI and longshots.  However, there is one subset that seems 
worth a look that few people actually utilize.  It occurs when the horse is ranked-1 in both factors.   
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Handicapping with HTR2001Velocity 
Dominating Early Speed / Fr1 + Fr2  

 

You might be thinking that any horse ranked-1 in both Fr1 and Fr2 will already be rank-1 in E/P, so what 
is the big discovery?  It is true that every horse ranked-1 in both Fr1 and Fr2 will be ranked-1 with E/P. 
However, most E/P 1-ranks are not necessarily top ranked in the two individual factors.   Here is a com-
mon example  
 
Horse    rFR1    rFR2    rE/P 
  A        1       7      3 
  B        5       1      2 
  C        3       2      1 
 
None of the above horses qualifies for this month’s spot-play.  While Horse ”C” is ranked-1 in E/P (2nd 
call velocity) it did not rank-1 in either Fr1 or Fr2.  Our focus today is with horses that rank 1st in both 
factors only.  They are much less common than you might think and the crowd does not spot them as 
readily as we can.  
 
Won’t the public be easily attracted to these horses?  After all, they seem to be more in tune with early 
speed and the power of Fr1 these days.  Yes, but while most handicappers have been taught to pay atten-
tion to quickness in the early fraction, they have almost no comparative concept regarding Fr2 turn-time.  
There is no easy visual with Fr2 assessment, and the math is much more difficult to comprehend.  With-
out precision software, the Fr2 portion of the equation is missing for most players and they have to make 
a guess as to which horses will carry on or move forward after the first fraction.  
 
I tested all general dist/surf/class/age/sex categories for horse that were ranked-1 with both Fr1 and Fr2 in 
HTR2001 (PL-5).  Below are the top and bottom categories for profits and losses.  Rather than add more 
statistics to the table, I simply labeled the “Longshot” column after looking over the data and gave you 
my assessment  
 
Top ROI Categories for Fr1 + Fr2 (both ranked-1) 
 

Race Category             WinP    $ROI    Longshot Results…..   
 

3up Male Clmg Drt-Rte     19.4%   1.10    Outstanding/lots of big $ 
3up Male Clmg Drt-Spr     25.3%   1.08    Great, but not as many bombs 
3up Female Clmg Drt-Spr   25.8%   1.03    Modest, medium prices 
2yr Female MClmg Drt-Spr  28.5%   1.02    Not many big prices 
3up Female Clmg Drt-Rte   22.1%   0.98    Good source of price winners 
3up Male Alw/Stk Drt-Spr  30.8%   0.97    Few longshots, nice win%. 
3up Male MClmg Drt-Spr    32.6%   0.96    Same comment as above 
 

This is a one-year sample.  Important to note:  these results ignore any race with a purse of $5000 or less 
in order to keep away from probable low betting pools and poor thoroughbred quality.  When the cheapies 
were included though, the ROI and longshots actually increased!  In most cases on the chart, the win per-
centage and ROI are much improved over Fr1 by itself.  Overall, adding Fr2 decreases longshots, but 
definitively produces more winners and many are double-digits, though not the kinds of bombs we will 
regularly see with Fr1 alone.  
 
Analysis 
As usual with early speed factors, the top profit groups tend to be claimers.  That’s fine, most races are 
carded for claimers and it is interesting to note that the largest sample size came from ‘3up Male Claiming 
Dirt-Sprint’ category, and it did very well.  Dirt claiming routes are still the most potent source for long-
shots with top Fr1 velocity, and it gets even better when combined with top Fr2.  The public may be 
jumping on the early speed bandwagon, but they are not betting as boldly when their speed play has to go 
two-turns.  Next, we will look at the weakest Fr1+Fr2 categories. 
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Handicapping with HTR2001Velocity 
Early Speed / Fr1 + Fr2  

 

The flip side of the coin with top ranked Fr1+Fr2 is that it can also perform very poorly in some catego-
ries.  You will notice that there are no turf race groups involved in the charts for this play.  I did test them, 
but there are so few grass horses that rank-1 with Fr1 and Fr2 that none of the statistics met my 200-race 
minimum standard for inclusion in the data table.  Results were average to poor and not worth discussing.  
The chart below lists the worst dirt categories. 
 
Worst ROI Categories for Fr1 + Fr2 (both rank-1) 
 

Race Category              WinP    $ROI    Longshot Results…..   
 

3up Female Alw/Stk Drt-Spr 27.0%   0.75    All chalk – no long ones 
3up Male Alw/Stk Drt-Rte   21.5%   0.79    Hardly any good prices 
3up Male Msw Drt-Spr       29.8%   0.81    Chalky group 
2yr Male MClmg Drt-Spr     23.9%   0.81    Few overlays 
3up Female Alw/Stk Drt-Rte 21.0%   0.82    Small field sizes 
3up Female MClmg Drt-Spr   24.3%   0.83    Few longshots. 
 
Analysis 
In general, the better quality thoroughbred categories (Alw/Stk) are not as favorable to early speed as are 
cheaper claimers.  That makes sense because classier horses are stronger late runners.  The Alw/Stk races 
tend to have smaller field sizes, especially with females, and have higher rates of winning favorites, and 
that hurts our chances to make money with solid pace plays as well.  However, a couple of the other weak 
categories were maiden claimers, so it is a mixed bag on the “bad” chart and not that easy to generalize.   
 
Summary 
Any horse ranked tops in both Fr1 and Fr2 velocity is likely to have a say in the outcome of the race.  
They may not always win, but they usually get involved.  If the odds are high, they are excellent bets in 
claiming races, especially routes.  Be mindful of the “rule of 50” (see newsletter Aug 2002) for deter-
mining strength with the late speed.  If most of the other contenders have Fr3 velocity under 50.00 fps, the 
longshot pace play has a far better chance of hanging on.  
 
If you are handicapping a dirt race with classier horses that have Fr3 ratings in the 52.00 and up range, a 
top-ranked Fr1+Fr2 horse will be usually get passed late unless it has one or more of the following 
advantages  
 

• Ability to clear the field from a favorable post and not be engaged in a speed duel.  This allows full 
utilization of the turn-time advantage and the race may be over on the far turn. 

 
• Has Fr3 fps above 52.00.  But horses with such balanced and competitive combinations of three-

fraction velocity will usually be heavy favorites (and are hard to beat).  You won’t get 8/1 on Fr1+Fr2 
leaders unless there is some obvious weakness, usually revealed in the late velocity number.  Perhaps 
even a marginal 50.00 final fraction can be just enough strength to get home if momentary bad racing 
luck impedes the stronger closers.     

 
• Some form of track bias in its favor.  Speed biased surfaces are the Fr1+Fr2 horse’s best friend, 

propelling them to victory despite fast early fractions.  You can determine track bias - see page 11. 
 
Note to tournament players 
Every tournament winner inevitably scores with an early speed longshot in a claiming or Mcl race.  Dirt 
routes for older claimers are your best allies.  Older sprint claimers are the next best source.  Don’t get 
hung up with maidens or grass races unless necessary - the variables involved are much more complicated 
for longshot identification – although they often produce the most dramatic payoffs. 
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Handicapping Trainers 
Trainer Statistical Queries 

 

There has been considerable discussion on our HTR message board regarding trainer statistics.  Let’s dis-
cuss what we have available now to gain a good perspective on where we can go in the future. 
 
Trainer Win% 
This is the most rudimentary rating for trainers.   It is available for free to any handicapper that wants it 
from the Internet to the newspaper.  Most people recognize that 20% is strong, 10% is average and 5% is 
weak.  Our trainer win percent is based on 365-day rotation.  The problem with this statistic is that it tells 
us nothing about the particular strengths and weaknesses of the individual trainer.  But a 20% trainer will 
obviously have many more strengths than his 5% counterpart.  
 

Interesting factoid: if you run a general test on trainers that are listed with a 20% or higher win rate, they 
score only about 19% going forward.  Whoa - how can that be if the test is examining trainers that are 
20% and higher?  It is a perfect example of  “regression to the mean” combined with practical racetrack 
reality.  A winning trainer obviously has winning horses, and they will have to be entered against tougher 
and tougher competition after they win, making it much harder to maintain the 20% rate for most. 
 

Trainer Rating in HTR2001 
The win% statistic for trainers is analogous to using batting average (only) to determine the value of a 
baseball hitter.  A ballplayer that bats .240 might also hit 40 homers and drive in 120 runs, while another 
guy hitting .300 might be tapping all singles and contributing much less to team run production.  So base-
ball statisticians use ‘slugging percentage’ and RBI totals as a quantitative measure of a player’s contri-
bution.  That is the purpose of the HTR trainer rating.  It has a scale from 50 to 500 and is a superior 
comparative tool to determine relative overall trainer (and trainer+jockey) productivity.  You can look at 
13% trainer vs. a 21% trainer without much passion, but eyeballing a 197 rated trainer vs. a monster 462 
will get your attention.  It is an accurate rating for general purposes, but it still does not get to the meat of 
a trainer’s intention or spell out any winning habits for individual race situations.   
 
Comprehensive Trainer Report (text) – PDF Trainer Report 
These reports offer us a good case-by-case study for the trainer.  We can instantly view a 1-year record of 
the trainer’s ability with individual type horses or race situations.  General equipment changes, claims and 
distance/surface moves can be assessed for each conditioner.  Additional data gives us rates of success at 
the track, distance and class level.    
 
While this report is sufficient for most of us, many handicappers want to go deeper and dig up more detail 
and try to understand every winning nuance.  This is particularly important for trainers that have average 
or lower win percentages.  Nothing is likely to standout under general observation.  To figure out if a 10% 
trainer has any secret weapons, you will have to dig deeper.  
 
HX4 Export and Access Query 
The trainer text name appears in the HX4 output as a (tTRN) field.  You can run complex queries on the 
trainer or jockey using all the criteria available in the comma-delimited output.  With so many trainers 
and so many multiple listings from the same stable, this can be frustrating and confusing.  The list might 
contain “John Doe”, “John C. Doe”, “John Carl Doe”, “John C Joe II” all the same person or a father son 
combination that works from the same barn.  In fact, you might find “Jane Doe” and other names indi-
cating wives or daughters are named as trainer on a horse when dad is really the overseer.  When a trainer 
is suspended, it really creates a mess because they must name someone else to temporarily list as the pri-
mary conditioner, even though everyone knows the suspended guy is still calling the shots.   
 
Is there a solution to this difficulty?  I have some good ideas and will work with Ron Tiller to figure this 
out.  We think we can help our users to an efficient method of researching trainer statistics on your own, 
for any complex parameters you choose.  In the meantime, you can work with the current export.  An 
example of a creative query I ran appears on page 9.   
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Trainer Research 
Using HX4 for an In-Depth Trainer Query 

 

Saturday January 4, 2003   
Bob Baffert and D. Wayne Lukas have entered promising well-bred 3-year old rookies (FTS) at Santa 
Anita and Gulfstream Park respectively.  Starting around the month of August at Saratoga and Del Mar, 
these two trainers begin to unleash the cream of the crop of American thoroughbred youth.  The first out-
ing is almost always at a Class “A” track (SA, HOL, DMR, GP, KEE, CD, AQU, BEL, SAR) in an open 
Maiden Special Weight (Msw).  Between late July (2yr season) and early March (3yr season) these com-
petitive Msw races will feature 90% of the eventual Grade I winners in North America.  And most 
importantly, the future winner of the Kentucky Derby is almost certain to make its debut in one of them.      
 
Let’s peruse Baffert and Lukas trainer statistics and ratings from HTR2001 as well as the more specific 
data found in the Comprehensive Trainer Report text download [CTR] that day.  The date is Jan 4, race-6 
at SA, and race-4 at GP.  Baffert has entered two and they are coupled in the race.  All statistics listed 
below are for the previous 365-day period    
 
                       Baffert                 Lukas 
 

WinP                     19%                    18% 
HTR Trainer Rating       342                    282 
w/FTS                    16%                    11% 
w/3yr                    17%                    18% 
w/Msw                    19%                    18% 
 
Looking generically at these statistics you would certainly conclude that these guys are above average 
trainers in this circumstance and overall.  Let’s dig a little deeper by using the HX4 export.   
 
Let’s me preface my research by stating that Lukas and Baffert are not only the most famous trainers in America, 
they are also the most despised!  Regardless of how you feel about them personally, there is no doubt that you are 
going to have to handicap their horses if you play the major tracks or bet on top stakes races.  Both these men have a 
reputation for pressing young horses for fast profits.  Yet throughout the years they have also handled their FTS with 
great care.  Their mentor, the late great trainer Charlie Whittingham never asked his prized young stock to put out in 
their debut.  The idea was to allow the youngster to experience the shell shock of the initial race and gain valuable 
experience without forcing the horse into exhaustion and possibly sour its racing future.  Let’s find out if Baffert and 
Lukas are “giving the horse a race” with their top 2yr and 3yr FTS.   
 
While the Comprehensive Trainer Report offers a general win percentage with “first start”, it does not 
detail specifically the record with 2yr and 3yr FTS entered in open Msw at the major tracks during the 
critical race months for developing youngsters.  With a little creativity we can get to the bottom of it.   
 

Here is how I set it up with an explanation for each data item from HX4  
 

tTRN” = “Baffert, Bob” or “Lukas, D. Wayne” 
nCLA = 3  Msw code 
nSTB = 0  Open company, not a state-bred race 
nAGE = 2 or 3   2yr race code = 2, 3yr =3 
nSurf = 1  fast dirt only 
nDist > 5  races carded at 5.5f or more (keeps out early season baby races) 
nPurse > 30 (minimum purse at a class-A track for Msw) 
nLay   = 0   Layoff(0)is a FTS   

 
Results of my query (1-year) Win% / ROI              Baffert                   Lukas 
                                                                              17%   1.10             10%   0.43 
 

Conclusion:  Baffert ROI is strong because he scored with two $30+ longshots in the sample – he seems 
to be more interested in winning with his expensive rookies than Lukas.  D. Wayne is obviously giving 
his good FTS an acclimation race - they win only when they totally out-class the field. 
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 HTR2001 Upgrade 
January HTR2001 Version – Major Enhancements 

 

Significant additions to the software this month that should have you primed for more winners in 2003.  
The Track Bias module has been added to the main screen in HTR2001.  Click and view instant track bias 
details for the track you are handicapping.  See page 11 for all the specs.  An expanded version of the 
‘Figs’ screen was also added, [FIG2] has a detailed 160-column output for hardcore numbers players.   
The main screen interface was also updated for easier access to all tools. 
 
Interface – Main Screen 
I removed the option drop-down box and replaced it with fast-buttons for every screen.  Brand new items 
will be shown in Green - this month those are [BIAS] and [FIG2].  Screens that require additional 
download will have purple buttons.  These include the [CTR] Comprehensive Trainer Report and [CHRT] 
Result Charts.  The [BIAS] button is green now, but will turn purple next month as it requires a 1-Month 
Track Profile download.  I also added new track buttons to the Track Selection box.  [sCAL] and [nCAL] 
replace the [CAL] button so that you can access the northern tracks separately.  Another addition is the 
[ALT] track button that stands for Arkansas (Oaklawn), Louisiana (FG, LAD) and Texas (LoneStar only).  
There may be overlap with these tracks at certain times of the year - in that case Oaklawn and LoneStar 
have the priority.  I may add Chicago and Maryland tracks later, but would prefer to find a method that 
will display any current track on those fast-buttons for the date chosen rather than adding more buttons. 
 
Note: AQi added to PP’s. 
Aqueduct’s winter “inner” surface causes software developers a great deal of time and hassle!  AQU is the only 
racetrack in North America that runs races on two separate dirt surfaces during the year.  To make a distinction, 
HDW places a special surface code into the race files for AQU when the “inner” is running, but the file name is sent 
as AQU year-round.  There are so many frustrating issues related to wet tracks and surface changes with the “inner” 
that I finally gave up trying to separate them in the export and on in the HTR2001 screen headers.   However, the 
PP’s screens will now show “AQi” as the track when a horse has been running on the “inner”.  The new Track Bias 
program also makes the distinction between main and inner-track so you won’t have to worry about mixing data.    
 
FIG2 
Received a ton of suggestions for enhancing the [FIG] screen.  So I created a second version titled [FIG2] 
and renamed the original [FIG1].   The newer version is a 160-column printout with expanded data items 
such as running positions and beaten lengths, pace and speed figures and the horse’s final odds in each 
race.  This screen should meet most everyone’s needs.  If not, contact me regarding a custom version for a 
modest fee.   New items shown -  
 
• Header area expanded with additional horse performance records. 
• Post-position, 1C-2C-Fin position calls and BL appear in the section to the left of the graph. 
• Quirin Pace-PER ratings displayed in the columns on the left just prior to the graph. 
• Final Odds and * (favorite) designation displayed just to the right of the graph. 
• Trainer and Jockey history follows the equipment record. 
 

Export  
Added 4 new items to the HX4 export since the Dec upgrade.  They are explained in detail in the updated 
HX4.TXT file-specification.  They are: post-time, winner margin from last start, lifetime starts and win%.     
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HTR2001 Upgrade 
Track Bias / Profile  

 

The addition of the track profile/bias to HTR2001 will enhance your handicapping tremendously.  Much of the 
report is similar to the DOS version (Trackpro.exe) but I have added some new material and strengthened the bias 
rating +/- formula.  The best part is the ability to instantly click the report while working on your races at any time 
from the main interface.  
 
With this month’s (Jan) upgrade you will only be able to view the 1-month bias report by clicking the [BIAS] button 
at the top of the screen.  A separate BIAS interactive screen is under development and it will have additional options 
such as viewing the 1-year data, 2nd place-horse statistics and a filter for maiden and non-maiden.  I’ll write more 
about it in next month’s (Feb) newsletter.  
 
Eventually you will want to delete the DOS version (Trackpro.exe) from your hard drive and it will no longer be 
available from our software site.  The reason you need to stop using it is because the Trackpro program deletes the 
binary file after it processes the data.  Trackpro made its own DOS database from those files and then discarded 
them to avoid redundancy.  Because HTR2001 can rapidly penetrate the raw data file it does not need to carry into a 
separate database for rapid access.  Another reason to delete the older Trackpro software is that I noticed some 
strange quirks in it when comparing it with the new version.  For example, it uses literal calendar dates to process 
30-days of data from the date you are working, the new one will process all the data in the file and show you the 
dates it used.  The most glaring bug I discovered in the old version was that it added the 6.5T and 6.5D together at 
Santa Anita!   Sorry about that, all these years and no one ever caught that error.  Out with the old and in with new. 
 
Track bias statistics are accessed through downloading the 1-Month Track Profile files from the subscriber site.  The 
1-Month file is updated daily after the results come in, so you may want to include it as part of your regular 
download from now on.  While you are working on a race in HTR2001, click the [BIAS] button at the top of the 
screen and the 1-Month report will pop right up with details on every distance and surface situation at that track, 
including post-position statistics.  Below is a list of items on the report  
 
Dist – all distances are tallied separately in the new version.  Any distance from 4.5 – 12.0 furlongs is processed if 
the race had a field of 4 to 14 horses.   Separate results are included for wet tracks and inner surfaces (AQU ‘inner’ 
is automatically separated from the ‘main’).  Note that the BIAS report will only display results for a distance sur-
face category if there are 2 or more races in the sample.  If there are 1 or zero races, that distance is not listed. 
 

Surf – Track surface used: dirt, turf, inner-dirt, inner-turf, clearly labeled and distinct on the report. 
 

TC – Track condition.  Fast, Firm or Wet (“wt”), including wet turf computed separately at applicable distances.  It 
is futile to try and separate all the various “wet” track designations, so I lumped them all together as “wt”.    
 

BIAS – the +/- track bias index based on the winner’s position and beaten lengths at the 1st call (2f in sprints, 4f in 
routes).  The bias +/- index explanation is listed on the screen and is very similar to the format used in Trackpro.  
The bias ratings have been improved. 
 

Energy – The average winning early energy% is listed. 
 

W2W – Wire to Wire, the percentage of races in which the winner led from the first call to the finish.  
Normal dirt sprints = 25%; dirt routes = 20%; grass routes = 15%.  
 

123 – The percentage of races in which the winner was sitting 1-2-3 at the first call. 
Normal dirt sprints = 60%; dirt routes = 50%; grass routes = 40%. 
 

INS – The two inside positions (post 1-2) are tallied for win percentage together. 
 

OUT – The two outside-most posts are tallied together.  Example: a 9-horse field, this would be post 8-9. 
 

xRail – “x” stands for extreme.  If the field size was 10 or more, the rail post can either be a big problem (sprints) or 
a huge advantage (2 turn races).  The “xRail” will show you the record for horses at each distance that were on the 
rail in these large fields. 
xOuts – If the field had 10 or more horses, this tells you how the furthest outside post performed at that distance.  
You will see many zeros with this one in two-turn routes.  
 
Important: you will see a date range listed in the top header.  This is the inclusive calendar dates for the 
race data you are viewing.  Look at those dates - make sure you viewing current records. 
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HTR Names in the News 
 

Congratulations to Don Marconi (PA) for finishing 4th against 200 tough rivals in the December 
Turf Paradise handicapping tournament.  He picked two bombs on Day-2 of the contest and 
took down the $1000 prize for highest daily score.  That pushed him into 4th place overall and he 
qualifies for the NTRA championship tournament.  He left Arizona with more than $7,000 in 
prize money.  Now it’s on to Las Vegas as he joins three other excellent HTR subscribers: 
Tommy Castillo (TX), Cliff Hartnett (TX) and Bob Ramos (IL) for the big one on January 17.  
“We Are HTR” – good luck guys and we hope you have a fantastic weekend!  
 
I will be out of the office from Jan 16 – 21 attending the SunCoast tournament and cheering on 
our foursome during the NTRA/DRF championship that takes place at Bally’s on Jan 17-18.  I’ll 
have my laptop and will post the tournament results on our message board as they happen. 
 
It is not a coincidence that the top-2 finishers in 2002 HTR summer on-line contest (Tommy and 
Don) are qualifiers to the NTRA final.  You could be the next top gun.  Our winter on-line tourney 
will take place February 7-23.  We will post all the details on the discussion board by Jan 24.  
Rules and format are pretty much the same as last summer. 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
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